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The waterproof Dolphin MP3 player has a capability of 2GB of memory and a few useful extras
accessory such as a clip which can be use to attach the player on shorts or on a t-shirt when
utilizing it on dry land or in water environment.

Audiophiles will also be delighted to know that they will have the ability to take their favorite music in
the pool or anywhere there's liquid round with out stressing about water damage on their device.
The Dolphin MP3 player can be submerged as deep as three feet underwater for as long as half an
hour because it has been classified as having Worldwide IPX7 standard.

A very useful feature of the Dolphin digitize audio player is that it can be recharge as little as 5
minutes using a USB cord and permit the user to listen to their music for about one hundred and
twenty minutes of playback time. But keep in mind that this gadget draws a lot of energy to recharge
therefore an older PCs might not have the appropriate USB ports to recharge it. A computer must
be equipped with at least 2.0 USB port or higher in able to properly recharge their gadget.

The manufacturer insists that owners completely recharge the player for the very first time. This
methodology will ensure that the battery will hold its charge over an extended period of time without
worrying about replacements.

Additionally, the Dolphin MP3 player is compatible with both WMA or MP3 codecs and owners can
use iTunes to transformed some of their music library to make it compatible with their player.

This waterproof digitize mp3 player is suitable with a standard headphones so you can use your
favorite headphones without any type of adaptor. However remember to use waterproof
headphones whenever you use your player in the water while you go swimming or doing other water
related activities.

It is suggested to additionally make the most of the silicon case that came with the device as well.
The case can significantly reduce the basic wear and tear especially when the device is not in use
and while its being kept inside your pocket or purse. This silicon case will protect it from accidental
blemish, although manufacturer claims that it is almost shatterproof!

One can listen to the music via three buttons located on the base of this audio player making its
easy to stop and start. But unfortunately, there isn't a random play feature and we hope that the
manufacturer will include it in their future models.

Several customers have experienced the earbuds not operating properly after some time, which
could possibly be from chlorine build up from continuous exposure to chlorinated water. Many
suggested that such problem can be prevented by washing the waterproof mp3 player with tap
water after each subsequent use in the swimming pool. They also suggested that the jack is clean
up with q-tip dipped in alcohol.

The manufacturer of this watertight player designed it in a way in order that the earpiece and
headphones suits correctly inside the users ears. This also ensure that even reasonable bodily
actions inside and outside of the swimming pool will keep the headphones in place, thus providing
the person continuous music to help them get motivated without any interruption.

Numerous swimmers and different water sports activities enthusiasts will take pleasure in utilizing
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the Dolphin mp3 player waterproof device because its engaging, stylish, easy to use, and its also
made with lightweight materials which is ideal for any type of activities.
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Dean Bistrol - About Author:
Dean Bristol is water sports enthusiast and he brings his a dolphin mp3 player wherever he goes so
that he can listen to his favorite music and help him get motivated.
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